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ALL ABOUT

BLENDED
EMOTIONS
Created by: Veronica Moore
This infographic will mainly focus on how you can
determine if a disabled and a younger child is
expressing one of the many blended emotions that
each individual person can express.

Blended emotions can be challenging to
determine but as long as you know what
blended emotions truly mean which are
expressions that reflects more than one
emotion at a time.

An individual will be able to determine a
specific emotion or a blended emotion
depending on what the individual disabled or
young person is doing in a specific time or their
environmnet.

They is a key vocabulary word that helps us
understand and helps us interpret facial
expression and any other non-verbal
behavior which is "decoding" . It helps us
determine what the emotion or blended
emotion that each individual person is
showing based on their specific circumstance
and using decoding will help with trying to
figure out what they are trying to express.
We can see this as dementrated a little bit in
the picture above where it shows an older
person instructing and speaking to a child.

In this example with the picture it
shows us that not only does young
disabled people cause us to wonder
what their emotion or blended emotion
is but it also causes us to wonder what
the emotion or blended emotion is in
older disabled or elderly in general
because it is harder to figure out what
they are experiencing.

